SECURELY COLLABORATE & EMPOWER INVESTIGATORS
TO REVIEW EVIDENCE FROM ANYWHERE

Securely share all digital evidence via a single web-based
platform purpose-built for non-technical investigators to
easily find what matters most.
T HE C H A LLENGE

Don’t let physical distance and technical tools limit your ability to collaborate and get to the truth quickly.
Shipping sensitive evidence on USB drives or requiring investigators to travel to the lab can waste
critical investigation time and may introduce security risks. Plus, training investigators to use multiple
tools for the same task can be overwhelming for them and frustrating for your team, as everyone
struggles to keep up with the increasing volume of cases requiring a digital investigation.
Your investigation solutions should work with you and your team, enable efficient collaboration,
and relieve the burden on your digital forensics team.

OUR S OLU T ION

Streamline Evidence Review
Empower non-technical investigators and stakeholders
to review digital evidence via a purpose-built, intuitive
interface so they can quickly find what matters most,
all in one platform.
Cut Costs & Access Evidence From Anywhere
Investigators no longer need to come into the lab or
wait for evidence to be shipped to them. The web-based
platform enables stakeholders to securely access
evidence from anywhere with an Internet connection.
Full Case History For More Transparency, Less Risk
Generate automated proof points to show that
processes and search scope were adhered to in order to
improve case outcomes and reduce agency-wide risk.

Deploy REVIEW on Microsoft Azure to easily scale up resources
while maintaining security and compliance
Leverage the benefits of cloud computing by deploying REVIEW on Microsoft Azure. Eliminate travel and
shipping related costs by allowing investigators to securely access their case evidence from anywhere.
Azure’s secure, scalable infrastructure, backed by a team of experts, will help you more easily adjust
to meet the changing investigative challenges and evidence storage requirements of today’s law
enforcement agencies.

T HE M AGNE T RE V IE W E X P E RIE NC E

Intuitive Interface & Review Capabilities
REVIEW was purpose-built for use by non-technical investigators, so they can quickly find what matters
most, all in one platform. Easily browse artifacts by category and artifact type, search file names and
documents for specific keywords, or filter evidence by date and time or specific attributes. After finding
an item of interest, tag or add a comment that other collaborators can instantly view.
Magnet AXIOM & AUTOMATE Integration
Utilize the processing power of Magnet AXIOM and easily import computer, mobile and cloud evidence
into REVIEW with just a few clicks. If using Magnet AUTOMATE, automatically export AXIOM processed
evidence directly into REVIEW with no additional manual work required.
Store & Report on Cases from a Centralized Location
Store data and case work in one centralized storage location to enable effective collaboration, remote
work, and prevent fragmented copies of data. Create and store uniform and consistent reports in one
location, and control who can view and download reports created by other users in the cases you
have access to.
Import Evidence from Third-Party Tools
We understand the importance of a toolkit approach to generate credible, reliable, and repeatable
results. Import outputs from third-party digital forensic tools, such as XRY or UFED*, and review all
evidence in one REVIEW case file.
Access Controls & Audit Logs
Maintain control over who has access to what data and when. Admins can apply flexible role-based
access controls based on different user needs, and manage permissions for each case individually.
REVIEW automatically tracks user activity — admins can view audit logs to learn who did what and when.
Learn more at magnetforensics.com
Book a demo today, call us at 1-844-638-7884 or email sales@magnetforensics.com
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*Cellebrite ingestion available soon.

